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Vacant One Bedroom Apartment
In Central Mitte
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BASIC DATA

Type Vacant Apartment

Location Ground floor

Number of Rooms 2

Property Size 59.86m²

Balcony/Terrace Yes

Lift Yes

Garage No

Garden Size NA

Refurbishment (Unit) 2017

Refurbishment (Object) 2016

Condition (Unit) Freshly renovated

Year of Construction 1900

Heating System Central

Purchase Price 329.230,00 € (Plus purchase costs)
m²-Price 5.550,00 €/m² (Plus purchase costs)
 FINANCING min 50% of the purchase price possible
Monthly Running Costs 184.25 € EUR

OBJECT DESCRIPTION

 Property newly refurbished, conserving the old charm,
Features to preserve the unique feature of the building.

 From the old walls there is added a modern construction.
This combination ennobles the house and leaves its historical
style shine in new splendor.

 Ornamentation from neoclassicism striking with Glass and
steel. Everything that can stay stays. Where it is necessary,
it was exchanged and modernized, for a contemporary look.

 The old stairwell is revamped by a craftsman, the ceiling
is stucco and has a massive entrance gate to the street.

 Thermal insulation
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 Contemporary electronics with video technology
and intercom

 The construction was monitored by TÜV SÜD.

 There is a lot going on in the courtyard. Modern balconies
in the corner areas. At the same time, the courtyard is
like a unique piece of jewelry with unexpected details.

 The Inner-Hof flooring is still original, made with quality
quartzite.

As a floral pattern making it a unique design.

 The windows from the apartment overlooks this beautiful court
yard.

APARTMENT DESCRIPTION

 Ground floor

 Freshly renovated one-bedroom apartment, central heating
system, refurbished electrical system.

 Luxury tiled bathroom with bathtub and branded fittings

 1 Bedroom apartment, 59.86 m². 5.997,00 Eur per square
meter.

 Window handles made out of stainless steel.  Highest quality
even on the smallest details.

 Sophisticated parquet flooring
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FLOOR PLAN
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AREA DESCRIPTION

This apartment is located in the hip district of "Mitte" in the heart of Berlin. Here tradition and culture merge with economy,
luxury and politics. The digital bohemian.  For art lovers you have the Island of museums where you can find national
galleries and the Pergamon museum. This location permits you to have a variety of choices to do, such as shops,
museums, galleries etc. Berlin-Mitte is considered one of the liveliest districts in Berlin. And as the most productive. Both
creative as economically. It has a booming startup scene, so the district is both for young founders as also for newcomers
of the entertainment media. The constant change of Berlin makes more space for parks and outside activities, such as
jogging in the park, rock climbing, volleyball courts, and beach bars.

This area is located walking distance to all the public transportations, such as M11, S1, S25, U6. This permits you to
travel around Berlin easily.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. Our offers are not-binding and without obligation. Errors, omissions and prior sale remain reserved. Offers are
directed personally to the offeree and must be treated as confidential. The transfer to third parties, including holders
of a power of attorney or clients of the interested party, are not permitted without our written approval. Any
infringement shall entail the payment of brokerage fee.

2. A brokerage fee is categorically due when the desired economic results are achieved within the business
agreement. The agreement must have been concluded as a result of our brokerage activities or based on evidence
supplied by us. Our claim to a commission fee is not affected when a closed deal is subsequently cancelled owing to a
resolute condition, or cannot be fulfilled for any other reason. The claim to a finder’s fee is not affected when a
contract is concluded at a later date or under other conditions.

3. Should the contract be completed by economically or legally affiliated companies / persons / family members of the
offeree, it still owes the commission.

4. The commission is due at the time of the closing of a deal that was either brokered by us or came about based on
evidence supplied by us. We also have a claim to a brokerage fee when another deal - whose economic results replace
the originally intended deal - is substituted for the original offer (for example, a rental or leasing contract instead of a
sales agreement or vice versa, foreclosure, an expansion of the offer, or especially the granting of a pre-emption.)

5. The brokerage fee

- for purchase agreements or the purchase of undeveloped or developed real estate at a foreclosure auction, as well
as rights equivalent to real property, amount to 7,14 % of the total sales price inclusive of 19% VAT.

- three months rent – exclusive of heating costs – are due for commercial rentals or leases. 19 % VAT is added to this
amount.

- for a pre-emptive right to buy that is recorded in the land register based on the value of the property, we charge an
additional 3,57 % on top of the usual brokerage fee (inclusive of 19% VAT).

6. We reserve also the right to act for a client on a commission basis.

7. No liability can be assumed for the completeness of the business offer.

8. Should individual provisions be invalid, the remaining provisions shall remain unaffected by this. The invalid
provisions are to be replaced by valid provisions that are equivalent – or come closest from an economic standpoint -
to the meaning of the replaced ones.

9. Place of fulfilment and jurisdiction is Berlin, Germany.
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